We offer a very effective and unique reseal film. Each film is unique to the application. Look at the link below to show you what we have and how it can be used

WEBB PAGE
http://platinumpkggroup.com/resealable-film/

VIDEO LINK
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gky4SefBNTw

In order to offer the correct solution, we would need the following.

- Die Cut Layouts for the film (see 1st attachment for an example). The machinery company who sold the machine will be able to offer this
- The machine will have a die cut take up waste roll (see 2nd attachment for an example), this would be useful to obtain (a few feet).
- Spec drawing of the container. (see 3rd attachment for an example)
- Lastly volumes, Film width, tray material, and a sample are all needed

The 'Reseal film' lead time would take about 6 to 8 weeks to make once we get all the above details